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A ~ALUE OF S~~~OLISM.

~ / 1t~ !-IU~~nUe-.
MAN'S speech can but in part carry thought. His

thought is a speech to itself: and his soul, so to assert,
feels allied with a speech of material as well as living things.
When one divinely possessed seer said: "The heavens
declare the'splendor of Elohim ;" and again: "The waves
lift up their voice;" and another, that the vexed earth
would angrily open and swallow up, etc.-who can say
but that the statement rested upon the fact, and on the
ability?

The mystery clears a little when it is considered that in
or through speech, utterance realizable, after all, in but
one possible way, viz: through mechanical effect, is all
the meaning the term can hold. If this be so, there are
underlying laws, by which all speech, whether of motion,
arrangement, size, or of matter, is ruled. To know a law,
is to know the speech of that which the law, controls.
Perception, then, is an equivalent of hearing. Therefore,
in truth: "Day unto day uttereth speech, and night unto
night showeth knowledge. There is no speech nor lan
guage where their voice is not heard. Their law is gone out
through all the earth, and their words to the end of the
world:'

The name" God," as a CQncrete term, no one can know
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or grasp; but in His titles NumIJlr,r, W,igb,r, M,asflr,r,
man can, as far as he can grasp the use made of these
qualities, know God. To this extent, be ~irrors or be
comes the image of The Great. All these tItles ·are to be
expressed by numbers; the values of these by forms j
hence numbers and geometrical forms: and henc~ plane,
and through plane, the measure of circular shapes: hence,
visibly, the speech of the rolling heavens, and by transp<>
sidon, by a kind of mental metonomy, a knowledge of
heaven through earth.

It has been long known that, tied up with the (one may
say all the) religious and secret moral. orders of the world's
history, this secondary but far reaching language has ex
isted' as not to be spoken but understood. As to the
Hebr~w and Christian systems, this can be as fitly said as
to others. The early fathers of the Christian Church
labored in the effort to fathom the mystery of numbers,
used beyond doubt purposely as connected with the Bib~e
frame work. Flavius Josephus remarks that Moses In
the use of colors and numerical values in the construction
and building of the tabernacle, tried to, or did thereby, set
forth natural conditions, and astronomical values; and did
thus show forth the value of obedience to the laws which
the heavens, or universe, worle out at the mandate of the
Holy, or One, or Alone.

Modern literature is rich in learning inthe effort at riddle
reading in this field of enigma: nor can it be said to have
been labor spent in vain. In a general way, very much
of that learning which gives mental power, because mental
freedom, can be gleaned thenc·e. Let one carefully retain
in mind, and comparatively study, such works as those of
the Jesuit father Kircher, DUpllis, B.rr~rn, Rev. Robert

Taylor, Seyffarth, Dunlap, Inman, etc., etc.~ and without
stating what the resulting knowledge gained will be, it
may yet be said, that it will be of great value, independ
ently of the magnificent collection of spirit paintings w.hicb
will be afForded to the reader. One caution, however,
should be heeded. This knowledge explains truth; it does
not tear down, neither does it destroy. Dogmas, that
after all are but ring determinations of meanings, by forced
constructions, of those things not understood, do fail and
fall before it; and this is to be rejoiced at, as it serves to
set free; whilst the everlasting truths of God, as of the
spirit existence of man, and of the connection between the
two as Lord and creature, Father and child, are never in
terfered with. Lights so new and unexpected, lead at first
to the reception of a new knowledge as supplanting a
hitherto received one; whereas, the new is but a material
parallel running in close connection with an efFurt, true in
the main beyond doubt, but feeble at best, to layout be
fore the human mind the great truths of an unseen universe.

As one enters upon this field of search, it appears for a
time as a kind of chaos, in which the first work is to gain
some way or direction; but later, there appears to be a
needle lying in the mass to be likened to the magnetic one,
with this difference: that apart from its incessant shiver
ings, however far or rudely it may be turned aside, it al
ways returns its pointings toward Egypt. Almost as one,
difFerent writers agree that Egypt was the cradle of relig
ions, of useful literature, of science, especially astronomical,
geometrical, and numerical. Still, back of this, there are
indications pointing to a remoter source in the Chaldaic
Hebraic (SeyfFarth); but with us, Egypt, whether as a prim
ary or secondary source, seems to be the objective point.
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ratio ... : 3) are passed to the termination of Libra (A),
making a grand division of 7 complete signs of the zodiac.·
5 of course remain. . .

To the full twelfth, or space of 30°, assigned t~ Ari~

(cy», is given the beautiful and significant name Pona Dca
rum. Properly taking this name as standing for the com
mencement of astronomical dates, for the triumph ·of the
sun over the depths ofwinter, and for a point of reference for
the triumph of prophetical fulfillments; with the connec
tions in which it is involved, and on which it bears, and a
valuable lesson is to be Jearned. Robert Taylor says that
with the old astronomers the gates of Hades, or of S~eol,

bounded, as does Scorpio, on Libra: so, there were 12 signs,
7 of which were of heaven, and 5 of Hades. Seyffatth
says, that by the tradition of the ancients, the arrangement
of the vowel letters, scattered as they were through the
alphabet, with respect to that alphabet represented the con
figuration of the planets in the zodiac constellations at the
.time of, or rather to mark the end of the Rood; and running
back :by means of tables to a time when such configurations
were :possible, very nearly the accepted chronological period
is attained. So, the sign of the vernal equinox was used
in the same traditions as the beginning or date of creation.
The vernal equinox stood in N, or the Buil, prior to 'Y', or
the LaIIIb.

In looking over that part of the works of Athanasius
Kircher, teaching of the cabala of the Hebrews, there is to
be found a square showing a symbolic arrangement of the
sacred tribes in encampment around the tabernacle. It was
a square of 4: divisions to a side (the Hebrew final M is a
square) ; in all 12 divisions, as to exterior. To each.com
partment of the outside of the square the value of a zodiac

II.

Therefore, let one turn toward Egypt-toward the East
-toward the sunrising. It is a good thing to look toward
the symbol of hope. It disperses shadows. In it one may
behold the resurrection of the day and of the year; and
typically that of the soul of man. .

There is a parallel in the nineteenth psalm: "In thelQ."
(the day and the night) "hath he set a tabernacle for the
sun. which cometh forth out of his chamber, and rejoiceth
as a giant to run his course. It goeth forth from the utter
most part of the heaven and runneth. about unto the end
of it again; and there is nothing hid from the heat thereof,"
Refrain: "The law of Jehovah is an undefiJed Jaw,
converting the soul; the testilnony of Jehovah is sure, and
giveth wisdom unto the simpJe," The parallelism between
the ruler of the day, and the Ruler of the unseen or spirit
ual, is at once apparent: not at all as identical, but that
the first is subordinate to the Last, and as a type gives the
highest sign to man, through which a realizable idea may
be formed of God by metonomy. But how 1 In a way
generally figurative? Yes. But aJso in a deeper way;
by the language or law of numbers.

In rummaging over the books in the Egyptian alcove of
the Astor l,br!lry, there are to be found a number of ancient
celestial chans of old Egyptian days. These, among other
things, show a peculiar arrangement of zodiac division on
tbe great celestial circle, as follows: Based on the division
of the circle into twelve equal parts of 30° each, is a general
division of these into two others; commencing with the
lign Aries ('Y') two full quadrants and one one-third (or
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fuJI sign, with its name, was given j especial honor being
assigned to the corner compartments.

It may be stated that this espe(:ial .honor is .signified
by four symbols: J. The post of honor to Judah, sym
bol Lion. ~. To Reuben, symbol, AfJuarius or mall. 3.
To Ephraim, symbol Bull. 4. To Dan, symbol &wpion
or Eagk; designative respectively, as zodiac symbols of
summer, winter, spring, and autumn. It may be added
that as in Christian lore the Old has been exactingly
held as typical in all its salients of the New Testament, it
would appear that the astronomical types have been held to
apply also j for in the painted representations of the
ascribed authors of the Gospels, the same signs are usually
appended (Taylor) j and, as the armorial bearing stands for
the person, and as the Gospels are stated to be according to
Matthew, etc., it would seem that Matthew, etc., were the
genii of lhe year as to its four seasons. It is almost in
credible, the close relation constantly to be marked between
religious names and events, and astronomical names and
epochs.

In the interior of this square are placed the seven cabiri,
or planets, also in a square which incloses four small squares,
partly allotted as compartments for the divisions of the
tribe of Levi, viz; one to the sons of Merari. one to the
sons of Gershon, one to the sons of Kohath, and for the
leaders, Moses and Aaron (see also Numbers, chapters ~ and
3), number 4 was assigned. These four squares, respect
ively, are also designative of the four elements, viz: Water,
Earth, Air, and Fire. the equivalents of the cablistic
names, lami, Nour, Rouach, Iebescha. In the space
diagonally between the square of Moses and Aaron, and
that of Judah, is situated the sun, one of the cabiri. In
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the midst of all is situated what appears to be the ark of
the covenant, or the resting place of the sun unseen.

But what of all this? Here are two ways of setting
out the twelve divisions of the pathway of the earth's
circle round the sun. But what of it? Much j very
much. It was formerly considered and taught, that Chris
tianity, des~en~ing from Judaism, was separated totally
from pagamsm. Lately, by the, blessing of free inquiry,
though not first ascertained, it has been popularly given out
that both were conuected therewith; and, though from
time to time eliminating these and those pagan features and
myths, nevertheless Christianity still retains indubitable
marks of that relationship. It is a question whether the
underlying philosophy, so to speak, of all, had not very much
in common, (Bryant, Dupuis, Renand.)

A determined, continued elfort utterly to separate the lit
erature of mythology from that of Christianity, as being abso
lutely distinct from, instead of being essentially connected
with it, and an apparent inability to fasten upon any positive
basis upon which mythology was constructed, has served to
render its ever fluctuating forms and dreamy emptinesses
only the more involved. Dupuis and Bryant were among
the first, it is believed, to make it popularly known that all
mythology rested upon settled astronomical bases; and that
the Hebrew and Christian religions, so far from being ab
o'Uo, separated therefrom, held indubitable marks of rela
tionship. One has to smile when, in a note to the passage
of Josephus, stating that the colors, etc., used by Moses,

. had an astronomical bearing, Whiston says: U This ex
plication of the mystical meaning of the Jewish tabernacle
• . . may possibly be forgiven in Jews greatly versed
in heathen learning and philosophy."
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Maimonides, the great and learned Jewish rabbi, made
a statement somewhat to the effect, that when by long
continued study one had arrived at certain significations or
sources of Biblical literature, it was the better part to re
tain to himself his acquisitions in learning, on the ground
probably, that while that might not affect him, it might
others less prepared to receive a truth.

The only proper way to treat the bQoks of the Bible, is
to put one's entire trust and confidence in them, proving
that confidence and trust by inviting the widest possible
investigation into their contents, and into their home and
foreign relations. Let the light and truth come in. Be
sure, since all truth is of God, his great revelation to man
can not be hurt by its rays, however vivid and searching.
It may hurt man's work about the Book, but can not the
Book itself.

III.

"As for the likeness of their faces, they four had the
face of a man, and the face of a lion, the face of an ox,
also the face of an taglt. As for their rings, they were
so high that they were dreadful; and lheir rings were full
of eyes. And their wings were straight, the one toward
the other."

"And he," Solomon, "made ten bases of brass" (for the
molten sea), "and on the borders that were between the
ledges were lio7JI, oxtn, and chtrubims." It is significant
that the winter and summer solstice signs and the vernal
equinox sign were alone given, while the Scorpion, or Eatlt,
at the gales of Sheol, was omitted.

I

Taking the circular and square values mentioned, Sec.
J J, as being related in an elementary manner' inscribe a
. 1 •

CirC e with its twelve divisions of 30° each within a square
of a corresponding number of divisions. It will be £Clund
that the divisions of the square cut the division poin{s of
the circle, so that the circular values can be worked or es
ti.mated by, o~ on the square. But of what possible sig
nificancy can It be to commence with the beginning of the
vernal and close with the last terminating point on the circle
of the autumnal equinox spaces, when in fact the equi~
noctial points are not represented? Count the divisions
used between Aries (cy» and Libra (::!!=) on the circle. They
nu mber seven. Count those on the square. They also and
correspondingly number seven. The divisions are not to
be counted continuously, but: J. The full quadrant = 3.
2. The second full quadrant with one more division = 4
4 + 3 = 7 = the arrangement of the lamp sockets of
the temple candelabrum, by which, though the significant
~umber was 7, yet it was so arranged that in counting it,
It became necessarily separated into 4- + 3 = 7. Precisely
the same effect is produced in the construction of the



referred to the square. Again, m n' = sine of 30° = i the
radius of the circle, while on = the intersection of the
tangent of 30° at the hight of the sine or half-radius. . This
latter value, viz: 26° 3....', is almost identical with the de
scending passage angle in the great pyramid of Jes (or
I H S, or the Sun-see Dunlap, Taylor); and that struc
ture notably rests on the parallel of 30° north. If instead
of ~he refere~c~ of a circular value, the value of an ellipse
having an aXIs 111 common with the diameter of the circle

. ,
w~s referred to the square, then it might be tbat this angle
might exactly coincide with that intended in the pyramid.
. The key 0: ~he Cabala rested on the numbers 3 mascu
11I1~ an~ ~emmlJle, and 4. production. Tbe law was given
fro~ Smal; root, essential value top, summit, head-partly
eqUIvalent tolre as soura. But Horeb or Horeph, the
same mountam under another signification; ·rooc, essential
value cold. B~ equivalence, Sinai = 7 and Horeb = S.
Moses.t~e lawgiver; root, essential value M. S. water,jire,
or femmll1e and masculine qualities = 3 and .....

From the beginning of S, at the gates of hell, descends
~he sun. of autu~n shorn of his rays or locks; which, grow
mg agall1, bursting through the pillars the mighty orb re-. . "
Juvmated by rest, enters again upon the 7, sending forth
the new Easter life upon the earth. So, by parallelism, on
the first coming in of that day styled by Constantine, "the
venerable day of the sun," that happy season is celebrated
by ~ultit~des, as commemorating the entering of the
Anoll1ted Into Porta Deorum. U Lift up your heads, Q ye
gates; and be y~ lift up (or widen out), ye ev.erlasting
doors: and the Kmg of glory shall come in. Who is the
King of. glory? The Lord strong and mighty; even the
Lord mIghty in battle."

A Valllt of Sym6olulII.

Christian cross. If a paper box, folded 10 as to make an
exact cube, be unfolded, it will be seen that the upright
of the cross will be composed of ... squares, while the
cross bar will count 3, one square being common: here
again are ... + 3 = 7, and ... X 3 = 12, and 7 + 5 are 12.
If the upper square on the upright is removed, it leaves a
cross of the T form, having 3 squares each way, and ...
counting up the upright and to either end. The sum of
all = S, and 3 X ... = J2. SO, whether in the divisions
on the square and circle, or in the lamp sockets on the
temple candelabrum; or on the standard and arms of the
Christian cross, the same underlying numbers, 3, 4, S, 7,
and J 2, all come out of different shapes; going to show that
the three systems are haud upon the same elemental numerical
value, with the simple distinction of difference as to the em
blem or symbol used to represent the value.

If the 12 divisions of the circle as a totality are divided
by .h the circle will he divided into 3 parts, each contain
ing ... of the sections or divisions of 30° each. From the
sign Libra (~) go back on the circle one quadrant and one
one-third of a quadrant, and join the points by a chord,
cutting off a segment. This chord, thus making a further
use of the division of the 7 sections into 3 and ...., as to its
length and value equals the side of an equilattrol triangle.
inscrihed in the circle-inscrihed in the square. Take the dis
tance from ¥ to :!l: on the circle, and referring it, for com
parative value, to the square, draw the two lines a m, a 0;
then it will be seen that while on the circle man = 30°,
referred to the square to express a like division, the angle
will become ,an = 26° 34', which, while Jess by some de
grees and minutes, imports the same elemental value or
condition as of the circular form of t~e prob!elD1 because

'.
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IV.
" But where shall wi$dom be found 1" In Sohar, Wisdom

comes under (2) of the Sephiroth, in heing and in cawi"g
to he; and gives God as :1t, and the angels as Ct'O'N
Ophanim, as to which the strength of the word is whu/.
In Cabalism M'=the combination of t with :"'l for produc
tion. The result, through the angelic medium, is said to
be: U Here is the first movement of the heavens," or, "It
is the first emanation j" that is, the chaotic mass becomes
instinct with life j and this is followed by the reign of in
tellect, or the ability to arrange in order, etc., whence the
development of the 7 material planets. Hence to the
question asked, Where the beginning of this vitality 1 ap
propriately there follows: U The deptb saith, It is not in
me: and the sea saith, It is not in me. God understand
eth the way thereof. For He looketh to the ends of the
earth, and seeth under the whole heaven j to make the
~eight for the wind j and He weigheth the waters by
measure. When he made a dtcrtt fir the rain, and a way for
the ughtning of the thunder; then did he 1ft it, and numher it;
he prepared it, and Storched it ouC'

U And the Lord said, let there be lights in the firmament
of the heaven, to divide between the day and the night j

let tbem be fir signs and for seasons, and for days and
years." Here was the giving of law and order of life to
the 7 subject Cabiri, which being clothed with miuerial
forms became capable of material admeasurement.

,
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This diagram contains some very strange geometrical
elemental revelations, and from thence has a like stra~ge
astronomical value. -Anyone can acquire a knowledge as
to both from a study of the quadrature of the circle by Mr.
John A. Parker. Through a least numerical integral value,
raised from the unit element of the equilateral triangle, as
elementally the least of all plane shapes or polygons, he
obtains a least numerical, or integral, value, from, or by
means of, which he obtains necessarily in integrals the ele
mental numerical value of, and comparative value between,
the area of the circle inscribed in the square, and that of
the square itself. Out of its unity or ontntts, the numer
ical elemental and integral value for this "purpose of the
triangle is 3. From thence he obtains the comparative
numerical elemental value of the area of the square to that
of the inscribed circle, in integrals, as 6S6J : SJ53. This
being obtained, "the only circle in nature whose diameter
and area are equal to one another, and identical in numbers,
is a circle whose circumference is +." (Parker, p. J 12): and,
"the area of a circle = half the circumference X by half
the diameter, and t X I = t j hence, the diameter of a



circle being J, then the area = t of its circumference, and
viu vtrsa, the circumference = 4 times its area." (Parker,
p. 73.) Therefore, having first obtained the value of areas
of square to circle as 656 I : 5 r53, then, in Ii near measure,
in integrals, diameter is to circumference as 6561: 5153 X
+, or 20612. Thus the elemental values of 3 and .... to ob
tain the exact integral translation measure of plane into
circular areas and lengths, b-::come apparent, as the first,
the foundation, and Dn/y ones. Hence, by mental meton
omy, the use of these to indicate a medium for a knowl
edge of the heavenly, or spherical, through material senses.
This is the true key of the Sephiroth or sphtrts or numbtrs.
But proceeding hence, Parker, unconscious of the great
value of his labors in one aspect, shows how the law of
planetary motion, size, and distance, becomes applicable:.
initiating in numerical values, and bringing forth as results
susceptible of mathematical tests, that which Sohar sets
forth in the language of production. Making use of this
diagram, except the dotted lines, he solves that which he
calls the problem of 3 revolving bodies, thereby developing
in elemental numerical data the elemental relations which
3 revolving bodies must bear to each other, when the 4
elements of Force, Magnitude, Distance, and Velocity (the
four elements of INRI under a remoter form), as the only
ones which can by possibility enter into the calculation, are
elementally considered. He expresses these data as fol
lows: U The proposition is therefore demonstated, that 3
gravitating bodies of equal magnitude, revolving together,
their relative motion must be aS4: 3, or one and one-third
of one primary (elemental) circumference." And, pro
ceeding to make application of the solution of his problem,
to the obtaining of planetary periods, in the case of three
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bodies of untfJual magnitudes (which does not change the
essence of the problem, but its order; because, when the
total of the 4 elements is always the same, any given data
as to a subordinate change in anyone, must give data for
determining the value of the effect of this change as to the,
rest) he obtains in circular time as follows:

20612, one elemental circumference, X by 4: 3, or Ii
27.48266 + days = the circular time of the moon's

passage round the earth. And, this value raised again by
the same ratio, viz: 4: 3, or It, = 366.4355 + days = the
circular time of the earth round the sun (the pointing being
because of values of diameters). Other elements enter into
the calculations; for instance, to get the value of a sidereal
lunation, and that of the mean year; but the above is the
ground work. We have, then, for circumference contain
ing these values (without pointing), 20612. X 4: 3 =
274826 + X 4: 3 = 3664355 +. Now. raise the
diameters by a like process: 6561. X 4: 3 = 8748. X 4:
3 = 11664.; and this last value = the mean distance of
the earth from the sun, center to center, in terms of the
value of the tarth's diamtttr taken as the unit (whatever
its real diameter may be).

Thus, if there is merit in his work, it will be seen that
there is a very remarlcable significancy in the numerical
values of 4 and 3. (I) As to 3, as designating a trinity
from unity, necessarily raised from the unity of a triangle
to an expression of an integral numerical value proceeding
therefrom as a Itast, out of which, as a feminine number,
proceeds the value of a circle, the opposite extreme in
nature; which value to be used further, must be so by
means, or in terms, of a square of 4, whose side is the
diameter of a circle; thence giving a base for change of

(~



• ;" wedded, begot tbe', which nands as the center pillar of the vi.ible.

(Sohu) The World.
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as stated in Sec. 3, and there results the ansated cross of
the Egyptians. Not only so; this same cross bas been
found on the colossal statues found on the acclivities of
the Easter Isles, themselves the remaining peaks of the
mountains of a submerged continent. Not only So i\ this
cross, carried through various' changes springing from the
human form, is to-day to be found carved or marked on the
rocky summits of the South American mountains, as re
mains of an unknown antiquity. See how Sohar continues!
U The order of these ten Sephiroth (spheres or 1Iumkrs) is
composed as a tree with the root uppermost, or reversed,
which is the tree of life." (See also Sharpe's" Egypt ")~
U They are represented by some in the shape of a man."
Then follows the description, partly as follows: U Crown
(triangle) = head j Wisdom and Intellect = 2 hands-hence,
one of the meanings of fire-arm for cubit; Victory and
Glory = 2 thighs, or Jachin and Boaz." Add to this the
following in relation to the form of the crflJl: ansatll, from
Seyffarth: U It represents, as I now believe, the scull with
the brains, the scat of the soul, and with the nerves ex
tending to the spine, back, and eyes or ears. For the
Tanis stone translates it repeatedly by antbropos (mon), and
this very same word is alphabetically written (Egyptian) ani.
Hence w~ have the Coptic ank, vito, properly anima, which
corresponds with the Hebrew rt'UN, properly meaning
,mima. This fttUN is the primitive 1UN for ':;).)N (the
personal pronoun I). The Egyptian onki signifies, mJ
sOIlI," etc. So much for these strange unravelings. All
the 10 Sephiroth are also to be considered as one.

Apart from this, the quadrature has afforded the medium
for a valuable as well as remarkable discovery•

f
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area into linear measure. and (2) in affording a ba.. for
determining the time and distance values o( the moon,
earth, and sun.

In this connection, for the relation is so exceedingly ap·
propriate and fitting, yea! and beautiful, let uS take a de
scription from the Sohar of the key of the cabala. "The
Divinity is a Triune: 3 higher and 7 subordinate Sephiroth
are accepted = 10 Sephiroth, or spherts, or numhers. ~he

3, as incommensurable elements, yet those from, or out of,
which measurable things had to spring, were: J. God .s
the crown containing the two subordinates Wisdom (2),
and Intell;ct (3). Each of these, however, is God in a
different manifestation. The (1.) = God as il' or the mas
culine and feminine in union, and it is said: 'Here is the
first movement of the heavens.' The angels attached are
appropriately enough C'J£lUt = Ophanim = circles or
whuls = a vortical initial movement of the brooding, cre
ating mass or element. The (3) = God as ';" or as it
were the production of the vaf, or pillar, as b~ing ready
for measure.* The angels attached arc C"~"N =
Ar'Elim = the might, or power; and the result is the
firmament, JI'P" = ordtr of composition, stretching 01lt.
Here comes the embryo of the planets, in the firmament.
Then follow the 7 Cabiri. Here is the necessary 3 spring
ing from the I as crown j and from this 3, as feminine
again, as incommensurable elements begin to emanate the
7 material bodies measurable as to time, distance, and size."

. Place a triangle with its point downward, from whence de
pend a cross of the T form, designating the numbers ... : 3,
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the curious affinities of this name, a few remarles are appro
priate. Great stress was laid upon the God-name Amun,
Amoun, Amon, Ammon, and other equivalents. From
rtStigts oftht Spirit History ofMan, by Dunlap, may be taleen
the following significant notices, first calling attention to the
heretofore noted functions of the subordinate 1 and 3, of the
3 of the Trinity in Sephiroth: "Iamblichus and Plutarch
regard Amun as the Demiurgic mind. This is the Loaos.. ,
the Divine Intelligence," or 3 of the crown, the head
of the Sephiroth. u We find the Egyptian Amon, He
brew pO~, the Demiurg, used in Proverbs viii: 30, to
express the Divine Wisdom (The Demiurg) Who created
the world." Wisdom was 1 of the crown. " Amun
Khem appears to be really the god whom Plutarch describes
as a form of Osiris. The inscription 'Amun
Ra,' followed by the bull and vulture, is also found over a
god with the ~ead of the ram, so that we have here the
three Gods, Amun, Kneph, and Khem, united under one
form." U The Egyptians esteem the sun to be the Demi
urgus. The sun is the emblem of the Divine Intelligence
when it goes forth to production. This Divine Reason or

.Intelligence is personified in the Egyptian Amon." " In
the Egyptian-Phrenician Cosmogony at the commencement
of Sanchoniathon, the Divine Male is not yet developed so
far as to become Light. 'He places,' says Philo, 'as origi
nal Beginning, a cloudy, Spiritual Breath, or the Breath of a
cloudy Air and a gloomy Chaos. These are endless and
boundless.' In him there exists a masculine potenz as
Spirit. He knew not yet his own creation. According to
the Egyptian view, the Supreme Being in this incomplete
sta~e is Amun, living in his~solitude-Iater, the Divine
Mznd (Nous) and Logo! (the ·~r.ltive Intellect) goes forth

• "1'-
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A Value of 8y",60Iis1II.

• AIIUPIi in Talmwl it the lAllI/ill. alt\), a J.-.

Cubit of Elepb~ntine, - • 10.615 inclles, or 1.7117 + feet
u Memphil, aO....7a91+ II 1.70607+"
.. Turin, - 10.57"9+ .. 1.11....9+ II

J.nother, ao.61Io6+ .. 1.11111+"
.1 - 10.65.403+ II 1.11153+"
II (Karnak), 10.650 U • 1.1aol II

U (Sir 1. Newton), - - ~o.60... II 1.711 + ..
The mOlt important (Seyff'arth), ~0.611139S1 II 1.71159+"

These results have been probabl)' taleen correctly from
different authors. The accuracy, however, is su5cient to
show that the perfect determination of this cubit value has
been obtained to within a very narrow limit; in fact, so
narrow that but little hopes of further correction can rea
sonably be entertained, unless the very elemental principle
whence the cubit numerical value was derived, be in some
way stumbled on. That this last accident has happened
seems proved by comparative connections of the n1easurcs
of the great pyramid with those of the various parts of the
temple of King Solomon. The elemental value is this:
the elemental value of circumference above given is 10611,

in integrals. Talee the following formula: 10611-!

1000 = 10.611 British inches; 10.611 British inches
-!- U = 1.71766 + British feet, or I. Egyptian, or
ancient, or sacred cubit; and, as the cubit in the sacred
language was technically" The Mother," the subordinate
parts were units, as has been found in the pyramid meas
ures, of British inches; or, the British inch is in part and
parcel with the sacred measures. ,

The sacred name of" cubit,t is nott = Ammau.* As to

The value of the ancient cubit has been long 'sought,
with results as follows:

~1
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to create." Again, the crown of Sephiroth. " Plato and
the first chapter'of Genesis botb regard the Deity ;n thl
saml ~int of fJ;nu. Both make God the Demiurg or
Creator of the world, and both make him rllt after he has
done creating. The world is created by the Divine Wis
dom (Logos) according to Plato, and by the l Wisdom,'
l Word,' and l Spirit,' according to the Old Testament!'
"Genesis opens with the nature of God as Uncreated
Light-His Word as the Logos-Creator, and His ~pirit

as a co-operative, life-bestowing agency. This hi exactly
the Egyptian doctrine of the Pimander Dialogue." Thus
we have under cover of this emptiness of words, as if the
human intellect had been vainly trying to jump out of
itself, an attempt at a definite meaning of the various terms
of Ammon, as of the juncture of the 3 out of r, or of
the 2 subordinate Sephiroth in and under the Crown.
Trust it that the schools of the :Indents were capable of
one of two things; (r.) To see the practical worthlessness
of all such philosophy, as of voice and nothing more; or,
(2.) Of being able to point out a tangible something under
neath this vapor. Now take the word ilti)N. N stood for
the beginning of chronology, or of some fixed epoch of time,
as when the Bulfs head, as it in fact is, stood at the vernal
equinoctial point, that is, at Porta Deorum; also, for the
masculine principle. 0 stood for water, il stood for
the womb, as in il' = Jah = the masculine and femi
nine principles. So, The Word, and nON is the word,
might be paraphrased to accord with the functions of the
Demiurgic numbers 2 and 3 of the crown, in the begin
ning of creation. That is, it has always been considered
that wattr, in its more ethereal form, was the primordial
.ubstance, Then, here one has ~ht; mascijJiru: flJn~tiQn

i

i
I

•

brooding upon the first element as the feminine M, a. in the
beginning of Genesis. But the producti.on, as it come.
forth, does so from the infinite D1U of numbers, by measure
and number, in certain elements which mathematically,
or, truthfully, are determined by il~N.

It may also be added; U Ammon is the Demiurgic ';'ind'"
II Horus is the Seminal Principle, the Principle of regener
ation, the Demiurg. This is lAO who is over the 7
heavens, who received the light from the First Cause, and
poured it out upon the world." lAO, then, = the 3 of
Sephiroth whence issued the subordinate 7. Horus as lAO,
that is, the CrfJW1I containing SDphia and Nous = the 3 from
I, and thence issues the 7. Here the ansattd crOll, thl
tTtt of lift, or, tht ma1l of tht Stphiroth. But Ammau =
the Forming Spirit brooding upon the waters, as a womb:
hence here springs the application of law by 1Iumbtr as in
separable; and Ammau represents this, and = cubit,* a
standard elemental measuring value.

v.
Sampson, root value = ~O~ = the sun. uTell me, I

pray thee, wherewith thou mightest be bound? And he
said unto her, If thou weavest the SlfJl1I locks of my head
with the web.... Again: "If I be shaven, then my
strength will go from me. And she called a man,
and she caused him to shave off the seven locks of his
head; and his strength went from him. But the Philis
tines took him, and put out his eyes, and brought him down
to G~za (or Goat, zodiac sign of December, or winter

• Conltruct a (I,IIt, of a ,,,6it to tbe aide, and II to itt u. edael it will eilual
an elemental circular circulQfere\lce.
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solstice); and bound him with fetters of brass·J and he did
grind (or continue his orbital path) in the prison house.
Howbdt the hair of his head began to grow again after be
was shaven (his power increased after the winter solstice).
And they called for Sampson out of the prison house; and
he made them sport: and they set him between the pillars."

The prosperity of Job was checked. (I.) At the time
of the plowing. (2.) At the time of the summer solstice.
(3') At the time of disposing of the harvest. (4.) At the
time of the vintage. At this last time, a whirlwind came
from the desert and blew down the house. (r'b'3r =
Tsauphoun = Typhon = Typhoon = the NfJrth, the evil
side of Nature. Teman was bounded north by the desert.
Typhon, the brother of Osiris, held sway beyond the gates
of Sheol, and was also represented in the whirlwind.)
"Then Job arose, and rent his mantle, and sbafJ~d his
head." (The priests of Baal, the Sun, were tonsured),

• and said, Naked came lout of my mother's
womb, and naked shall I return thither. The Lord gave
and the Lord hath taken away. And he sat
down among the ashes" (a cloud of fresh ashes is much
like a fall of snow). "Now when Job's three friends
heard of all this evil that was come upon him they came
everyone frfJm his flWn piau." This "from his fJwn piau,"
is extremly significant, and is explained by the meanings of
the names of his three friends to properly carry out the
astronomicalllllegory. Take the names as they come: (I.)
Eliphaz = tn-'~~ = God of Gold = Pluto; Temanite =
ren = rc~ = The Concealed. The place of Pluto
was, then, the 5 sections under the royal arch, the Pit, the
Inferno, of which as an Evil, Typhon held the gates bor
dering on Libra. (2.) Bildad = "~l~ = Son of latto =

~~S = Pluto; Shuhite = n~rv = Grave, or cave, or
dark place, or again, the Pit. (3') Zophar = .,ny= Death;
Naamathite = novJ of whom Rabbins say: "She was
the mother .of the demons." Thus explains itself, tbe de
clining of Job under .the portals of the royal arch into the
5 of winter. This expression, U to his fJwn plaCl," is also
made use of as to Judas Iscariot in the Acts. SeyfFarth
says that as the hieroglyphs of one sentence might contain
the necessary consonants of one or more other sentences,
the special use was settled by a determinative hieroglyph.
So with Job. To fix more determinatively the recurrence
of the seasons by law, to Job was at the last given three
daughters = the 3 Fates = (r.) Keren-happuch = Cornu
copia = w~afJing, or beginning the life. (2.) Jemima, =
C" == day = mlarging the· days, or life. (3.) . Kezia,
= V~p = tutting = here as cutting the threads of life.

Sometimes one may see in books an engraving of a
broken pillar in the foreground; a woman represented as
holding a twig in her hand, looking down upon the brokeD
column; while behind stands Time with his scythe.

In the representations in the catacombs of Rome, it is
stated that you can see some fractional portions of circles. 'or CIrcular tables with 7 persons standing around each table.
Another representation is that of the arrangement of the
same kind of table for a love feast. At the broken ends
sit two women, and on the outside, at the far convex, sit 3
guests. Between the broken ends stands a table, on which
is bread and wine, and at which is a boy as servitor.

Probably in all the years of the Christian era, no key
has been found so fitted to unlock enigmas and to give in
terpretations of sign language, as that afforded by the ~ad·
rature of Mr. Parker, What has been at work througbout
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the centuries constantly preventing it. dilcovery and usc 1
What possession controlled the French Academy upon the
indorsement of Legendre's approximation, contrary to all
it~ instincts toward love of and encouragement to the ac
quirement of knowledge, to pass a standing rule that it
would never entertain a thesis on the subject of the Quad
rature? No limit was placed in any other depanment of
science. Why in this 1 It was worthy of investigation;
because to pronounce that there was no integral relation
between diameter and circumference, was to limit an im
possibility on the Deity, a rather unfonunate determination
for wise men to arrive at, unless in sarcasm as to their own
attainments. But there seemed a concert of action. For
an equally illiberal, illogical, unnatural, unjust, and extraor
dinary resolution was passed by the Royal Society of
London, upon the production by Playfair (probably in honor
of the name) of his geometrical approximate. If God has
made all men brothers, and equals, in right, the noblest ex
ercise of love and of charity, is to disseminate, and encour
age the dissemination among men of that knowledge

.which will clear away mists, and permit the life-giving
rays of the visible, and of the concealed sun, or the. sun
that dwells concealed, to shine in.

There are indications about the great pyramid of Jizeh,
conne<:ting it most strangely with the data of Mr. Parker's
Quadrature, both as to the value of the relation or ratio of
diameter to circumference in integrals, and as to the use
of this value in exhibiting the practical results of his prob
lem of 3 revolving bodies.

(I)' The pyramid in its entirety seems as 'to its shape to
be a perpetuated standard of the relation of diametet10-ctr-
cumference of a circle in integral numerical values. Its

~;t:.:.~.
.~:';~1:

higbt is to twice ill base side as that relation':, ~. '. .' -.;." ,:::g~;
... - . ... . ·.'..·~...~:r::r·..• ~:

a//y, as follows: hight, 6561 : side of bale, 5:~S.!~' .. '. J~~if~t..qf~Y.{

(2) If this PY,ramid be put in a great '~het;~:~~~:!~/.,;,~.!;:;.:.;?;~:3~g
of the sphere Will be found below the ba5O,OiiT.~~~".;;';:.~·:·<;:!~

sian of itl vertical axial line ; that ,is; ther'd.l~':.~~i.::~~(_:~ .. ·:::>::.:.i:r:
the hight + a difference. which dliferenc:e for'~~\/;";~>:""

. sons is composed of two differences. The proportiO,na~l"
be given hereafter. ''':':..:,:

(3) Hthe entire pyramid is supposed to be rnolvcclabdjlc .
its venical axial line, its base and corner intlilUs .illd~

scribe "nil; and therefore, its ascending and dcseendia:.
passages will be lines cutting che cones in the planes of .
,Iiipus. . .

(4-) The interior work seems dependent on a nlue sub
ordinated to the whole. If the hight of thc pyramid il
taken as the baSI of another, the element. of this second·
seem to be those whence the guides for inttri". "tlstr"ni.
have been, or can be taken.

It is proposed to give a few supposed elemental values
raised on the pryamid by means of Mr. Parker's standard
relations. The results are surprising, al well they may be,
when through this application the pyramid becomes rc
stored t# ;11 prulnt British mill/uriS. . What 'is stranger, if
possible, is that upon taking the measures of Solomon's
Temple as stated, the remarkable fact is exhibited cbat tbe J

pyramid and the Temple had identically the same arcflitee
tural designs, from the same elements, the diff'erence being
in forms of expression used. So that the Temple and the
pyramid are one, just as the Temple candelabrum, tbe
Christian and Egyptian crosses, and the Royal Arcb, are
one, under differing external shapes.



As to the eanh: U Wbereupon are the aoC:ke~:oE ~"e'
foundation thereof made to sink lOr, whobith-1aW ~
measures thereof? Or, who bath .tretched tbe line u~
it lOr, who laid the corner-stone thereon"

Was this truly a divinely asked questioplOr dicl Jr
come as a question from tbe arcana, into which the ish, ~
.piritual man, alone'found entrance, directed to the tI~;"--,

or earth man, as a jest upon his comparative ignorance'
Or, was it not, perhaps, the song praise ofa numerical and
geometrical method of rare significance and beauty 1

(I) It has been stated that by John A. Parker's metbod
the mean distance of the earth from the sun, center to
center, in diameters of the earth (whatever the values of
tbose diameters) = 1166.... This in elements. This is a
d~ameter ~hO~IJ' circumference will be 366,4355 + = the
circular timej the earth around the sun. Now, 1166+
-+ 12 = 97i\ that is, if the dividend is inches, the quo
tient will be in British feet. and, 972 -+- 2 = ...86 feet =
radiul of this circle. This is thought to be the hight of tht
grtllt pyramid of Jizeh. It is exceedingly close to the IIp- '
proximate hight given by Col. Howard Vyse. He gives
the baIt lidt ~Nf:.x;matelyat 76+ feet, and were it 763.
"'074-, the hight of the pyramid, agreeably to the propor
tionate elements given, would be +86 British feet. This
being the case, the entire length of the +base sides would
= 1-12 of the numerical value of the circular time of the
eanb around the sun; or, the value of 'lit ",,"th circular
time. (See Parleer.)

(2) Taking the elements of 4i~mcter to circumference
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of a circle, viz: 6561 : 20612, a pyramid lIt'~OI~:'~i~~t:il~r.{:,::\.!Yf::;~
base side: : 6561: 1°306, will give an angle o('tb,\~(jif-',:;>:;,;/:)

side with the base plane, equal to that compiitecl~l~':,' '<''-:;'

fessor Smyth as that of the pyramid of ]izeh J th~!efc)~,.

one whose hight = +86, and whose base side = 163~...q,4
must have the same angle; therefore, all these me••u....;:. _.
both linear and angular, are almost identical with the be.t
approximates of these dimensions.

(3) To put such a pyramid in a sphere, 10 that its ~x

terior corners shall touch in its circumference; for a radiul,
the hight will have to be increased by the difference be
tween the hight and one-half the diagonal of the base +
another small difference obtained by a strictly correct
method. These proportions were given in a little pamph
let, called U The Plan and Object of Construction of the
Pyramid of ]iz~h," where the hight: half base side: : 6561,:
5153. The elements there given, were as follow.': .

Hicht = - 's6r
i bue .iele=5153
i bue eli.sonal = . . 7:a17.44s4l6 +
lbdiu. = - 73S7.6Slh6 +
Difference between biCht and f base diaconal = lit .

difference, - 7s6-44s4J +
Dilference between radiua and f bue diaconal = s4

dilfercnee, 40.:&16)30 '+
And these proportions, springing from the original ele-;

ments, of course, are typical.
(+) Now, why it is not known, but it seems that the

elemental guide for interior construction is 'taleen froin
these exterior elements or elements in mass, as follow.:
Talee the hight of the pyramid = ...86 Br~tish feet, al"l/It



• See how -tti of thia nlDC wlia with Prof. SmJCh'. IDClllIIeal

~ . . "r'~' .1·":rL~~ ~I;: ~~

tbe descending paluge above t~e real bale. ,~,' :' .. ,.
of remark, as well a. that this last valu~ may be S'I.:

It il'much to be regretted that tbe perPe~~1ii:: ..' .j

above the base of tbe pyramid of theouter.'~rr:t:;".:<",,>
the descending passage has not been (if it call- ~r~;'- ,' ',,'
rately ascertained. It is an element absolutely 'Cl~~ ; •

for the location of that passage with respect to the' ~jncl ;
perpendicular axial line of the structure. .:,';",

(6) It seems that ultimately, by use oftbelCl eleDl.~

the actual value of the earth's elements as to siz~, "asht.
etc., were obtained. For some unknown reaSOM, a~by .
some unknown method, there seem. to be in tbe pyramid
a method of taking the same numerical values by redu~ed

.cales, as an inch to the foot, or mile, or largermea.ure.
It is'very curious, that if the1lew "a/ull of the equator;.l
and polar diameters of the earth (see U Earth andSf:a.
from French of Louis Figuer," by W. H. Davenport
Adams, page 70), are taken thus, viz: ...

New equatorial dia., 79'J.6.67 + -+ 1 'J., !lnd 'J. = 330'~779 s·'
the polar dia., 7905.047 + -+- 12, and 'J. = 3'J.9'377 +; and
the mean of these. 7915.85 -i- 12, and by 2 = 329.82 +.
The length of the passage to the king's chamber = 330 .3±
inches, by Piazzi Smyth'S admeasurement. This il the'
more curious inasmuch as the ante-chamber in this pasaage
seems devoted to a summation of values, among whichafCl
to be seen sections of cylinders surmounted by half circl~,
as if indicaring a measure of cubic content. of the earth.
It is believed to be stated somewhere that the representa
tion of the earth was anciently made by use of the cylinder.
One of the abOve values is taken as less by .ome 62 feet
tban that given by Mr. Adams, for reasons given in 'n Plail
and Object," etc. '
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I INN~ = - ¥J"SS't"f'
a.uI1II = - S+NsoJ1+
D~ 1lct-a Jaialac ad l ... lliapul ... lit •.. '. .,', ~', r-

tiSitmtcc, • . ,44'S'" ;.f~: '.' ,
D~ Htwca. lUi. ••• t buc cl1apul :;= ... : ". ~ '. ~ . 'i~' .'

lIill'enacc, • , ~.It~(t",

}lere it i. to be particularly noted tha~ tbi.fint:~
ence, or 3....25689 Briti.h (eet, thus obtaiDCd,~1irida itt ·....C
= 17.12844 +, componl with the measutel of tbe kina'.
chamber in the great pyramid, taken by Col. Howard Vysc,
and Profellor Piazzi Smyth, respectively, u follow.:
Larsew of the alIon. - S4-sS6l9
SlIII1Ier of the abon, - 17.11'4+
By Col. Howarcl VyteJ leD,th of kiDS" chamber = '+"5. brea4th = 17.1 +
By Piwi SmJCh(00 correction of bi. meallre by tbe EIIiablirab

atantlartl),lencth ofaame = ,4.3. +. breadth = - - 17·1' +
(5) If a distance is taken downward from a point tbe

half hight o( the great pyramid, or I of 486 = 243 feet
above its base, equal to one~half tbe diagonal of base of the
interior construction elements, it will show a point below
the base almost identically distant with the bottom of the
subterranean horizontal passage as given by Howard Vyse,
or JOO + feet.

Again, taking a circle of the diameter o( 97'J. feet, and
measuring down along the hight (486) of the pyramid for
the hight of a pyramid of the J~~proportions, which will
fit in this circle, and it will {;e found that the base of thi'
last'will be, at a hight above the base of the real pyramid,
nearly the same as that of the outer edge of the floor ~f
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One of the remarkable things as to the b~ilding by King

Solomon, is, that among all his wives, the daughter of
Pharaoh was selected to be honored by the construction of
a house; and that one, for greater significance, made to
adjoin, and patterned after, the inner porch of his judgment
hall. Thus, there is shown a like peculiar relationship with
Egypt in connection with great undertakings by the Jews,
as had been shown as to Moses, who gave the law; and as
was afterward shown as to Jesus who became the guide to
the Gentiles.

It is said in Succoth, that when Solomon was going to
build the Temple, he looked for the measure and found it in
digging the foundations, by finding the name of Jehovah
on the round mouth of the depth. This is very curious,
because the name of Jehovah designates a square, or the
<4- of Infinity; therefore Solomon found the measure by
placing a square Dn a circlt.

Upon the subject of the building of the Temple, Jose
phus throws valuable lights. Taking his description with
that in I Kings, 6, and the following is to be made out.
The true Temple, containing the holy of holies, was 30
cubits high-above this, another hight of 30 cubits; and
this structure was inclosed by another, 120 cubits high
Both were built of whitt stone. "As to the porch, they
built it before .. (or in front of) U the Temple i its length
was 20 cubits, and it was so ordered that it might agree
with the breadth of the house; and it had 10 cubits in lati
tude, and its hight was raised as high as no cubits."
no cubits = 206.12 British feet, or numerically the ele-

. i
i

mental value of a circumference. This measure is exceed
ingly close to the hight of the uppermost roof of the .
king's chambers of the Great Pyramid above its base; tbat
hight being 136. + + 69. + = 206. + feet. While the
outer buildings were made of whitt stones, the holy of
holies = 20 by 20 by 20 cubits, was lined with cedar (rill'),
and this with polished gold, rtd or orang' colored. The
pyramid of Jizeh was built of whit, stone, polished and
beautiful as to its exterior surface, while the king's cham
ber was clothed in polished shining rtd granite, obtained
possibly, according to Herodotus, from the quarries of Mt.
Sinai, whence Moses derived the law. In this holy of
holies was deposited the art of the covenant; and in the
king's chamber was deposited the cofftr. The 4 wings of
the cherubim, divided the room or lower half into cubic
contents; the hight of the cherubs divided it into 2 halves
of 10 cubits each ; therefore, the holy of holies, as to its
division by the hight of the cherubs, was 20 by 20 by 10

cubits ; or, it was 34·353 + British fttt long by 17.176 +
high, agreeably to this division; and these last measures are
those of the length and width of tht tints chambtr of the
Pyramid. The length of the ark of the covenant was 2.5
cubits = 51.42 British inches = a very memorable measure
of the Great Pyramid, viz., the vertical hight of its de
scending passage, etc.

It should be remembered that Beezaleel the son of Ur,
the son of Hur, assisted Moses as constructor of the taber
nacle. The name means, In tht shad, of GDtl, Tht &" Dr
light Dr ptruption, Thf Son of Frtt. Ur and Hor are in
terchangeable. Second Chronicles says that Huram Abi
was sent to assist Solomon. Josephus says the {ather of
Huram was Ur of the stock of the Israelites. So the con-



structor of the tabernacle and of the Temple were one ;n
calling. They were, each, Frll, and mast,rl of their prOe
fession. Abraham was from Ur of the Chaldeel; that is,
in one sense he was one with the builder.. It iuaid to be
a rabinnical statement that Abram coming out of Ur took
the science of math,mat;cs and I"""try int, Egypt. Now,
Manetho saYI the Pyramid was built by the progenitors of
Abraham, who, after that construction, returning to their
own eastern country, on the way, built Jebul, or Salem, or
Jerusalem; in which place, Abraham afterward coming
from Ur, found Melchizedek. Thus, Moses and Solomon,
and the pyramid builders, were of ,n, st,ek, and hlU tI /il,
lnllwudg', which it seems almost certain they were alike
desirous to perpetuate in highest honor of God. And
herein is the chain which helps to antedate these mathe
matical data as regards the Egyptians.

All words and every least connection in the Sacred
Writings are to be carefully weighed and scrutinized for
hidden meanings under another garb. The higher the
value the further off one is thrown by some exceedingly
simple other use of words. I Kings, ch. vi., verse I,

says: "In: the +80th year, in the +th of Solomon's reign,
in the 2d month!' Here is perhaps a very skillfully de
vised "ptlrtlt;,n if numb,rs, the aggregate of which is thus
recorded, but the tDtal concealed, and its true use thus pro
tected by artifice of style and simple use of a different sub
ject matter. Numerically +80 + + + 2 = +86 = the
hilht if thl pyramid if Jizlh= the radius of a circle whose
diameter = the 1-2+ part of the elemental mean distance
of the earth from the sun, center to center, in units of the
earth's diameter (whatever the real value of that diameter
may be). Thus the record gives to the ;n;tiatl the meaning

,.) ..

of the material values of the measures laid out up<in ;tb.$:
Temple architecture. The brazen altar for burnt oft"erinlt.
was 20 X 20 X 10 cubits; this applies as the measuret'of
the sanctuary, comparatively to the length and width oftbe
king's chamber in the pyramid. The said chapter of
I Kings gives the porch as 20 X 10 cubits, w~ile Jose
phus gives its latitude at 12 instead of 10 cubits. The
front of the Temple, or the porch, faced toward the east·
the pillars Jac.hin a~: Boaz stood-Jachin on the righ;
hand or south Side, and Boaz on the left hand or north side,
of the po,rch entrance. Tsauphoun, or Typhon, or Ty
phoon, under which name the evil side of nature is des
ignated = North, or the Desert, or the 5 under the Royal
Arch. There was a great quadrangular temple or court for
the people, "each face of which had its front exposed to
th~ four winds!' So the Great Pyramid was, and is to-day,
Oriented to face the four cardinal points. The text of
Scripture continues: "For he cast two pillars of braSI of
eig~teen.(18) cubits h~gh apiece; and a line of twelve ('12)
cubits did compass either about!' 18 cubits = 3°.918
British feet, which number has been shown to have an
extraordinary bearing upon pyramid internal architecture:
11 cubits = 20.612 British feet = 1-1000 of the ele
mental numerical integral value of a circumference; con
sequently, the diameter of the pillars was 6,561 British feet
or 1-1000 of the elemental numerical integral value of a
diameter. One further temple measure may be given, viz.,
the hight given as 30 cubits = 5J.S3 British feet = 1-100 of
the area of a circle whose circumscribed square has an aria
of 6561 ; and this measure appears very closely to give the
perpendicular hight of the bottom outer edge of the descend~

ing passage-way above the plane of the base. In these
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numerical values Solomon bad the measure of area of the

round of the depth in a square.
The Septuagint has it that 3 years ~e.re given to ~he

preparation of materials t the work of bUlldlDg commenclDg
in the ..,th year of Solomon's reign, continued through 4-
years, in all equaling 7 years. ..

It is quite apt with Moses furmshmg the tabernacle, that

Solomon made the vail of blue.
The Temple having been completed, and Solomon hav-

ing offered up his prayer, the Scriptures say: "Fire came
down from heaven and consumed the burnt offerings and
the sacrifices;" and the cloud of the Lord's residence
fiUed the house, accepting it. Then spake ~olomon:
Il The Lord said that he would dwell in the thick dark
ness." Thus it would seem that there was a thid darl
1IISS between the pillars. "And when the sun went down,
a deep sleep fell upon Abram; and l~, a horror of grlat
thrlness fell upon him. • • . And It came to pass that
when the sun went down, and it was thrl, behold a smok
ing furnace, and a burning lamp that passed between those
pieces," of the sacrifice. "In that same day the Lord
made a covenant with Abram." "And Moses came near
to the (Arapel), darlTuss, where Elohim is." "Mt. Sinai

was smoking altogether."

Take the following diagram. It is of a circle of I ~
equal divisions, divided into two great portions, viz: The
upper part contains 7 of these divisions; the lower con
tains 5. The line of division is marked by <'f and :00.

Drop the perpendicular, and the 7 has, as to its circum.
ference, been divid~d into twO parts, or T ;:;::;3·5· In tho

;;

!

same way! = 1.5. Perhaps there may be very much in
this.

As in a stooping position
one advances along the
passage way toward the
king'schamber in the pyra
mid, he suddenly raises up ...J"\

into what proves to be a
very confined space, in
which he is again obliged
to stoop to get into the
antechamber proper, where are lessons in store, and in
stone. But the first raising up has been sufficient to make
him touch his nose against a raised "boss" or "in
vertld trunk-handlt," on the perpendicular {ace of a red
granite slab. This ornament is of the same form on its
upper-raised surface, as whence it was sprung from the fac~
of the stone t but it is beveled up so as to be smaller in all
other respects, except that the same base line is preserved
in common. The two faces of this ornament, viz: That
one against the slab, and that smaller one visible, present
the following outlined shapes. Its dimensions are: For the
greater, 7 high by 7 base; for the lesser, 5 high by 5 'base;
and the thickness between the faces is
I-all in inchts. It does not require []
much ingenuity to see here the outlines
of the similar parts of two ellipses, of
which the proportions are: Semi-major axis
= 7; semi-minor axis = t = 3.5 {or the larger j and for
the s,maller the semi-major axis = 5, and the semi-minor
= ! = 2.5. Now, on the pyramid one of the measure'
on the descending passage, as also one of the elements of
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interior construction, is very close to, though a little in ex
cess, decimally,of3H ftet: and 5: 7:: 345· +: 483. +.
Such being· the value, as the thickness of the model is
I, .~5,+ or .~.'+, will give the proportionate value, which
is, in either case, 69' + i and from the bottom of the
king's chamber up, through the falsely so-called cham
bers of construction, to the roof apex = 69. + a smalf
decimal. Here, again, is a remarkable coincidence. Tbe
345. +, as a value on the descending passage, as has been
explained, may be considered the measure of the plane of
a conic section forming an ellipse.

It must be borne in mind that the Early Fathers sought
for cabalistic numbers, and Early Fathlrs is now a Church
shibb,ltth. With the greatest reverence, therefore, one
can search the Scriptures for signs of a mathematical lan
guage, descriptive of sublime truths worthy either of Moses,
Solomon, or of Jesus, (who himself purposely used para
bles,) even though these may have been borrowed from
the Egyptian source of the Great Pyramid. In the New
Testament there is the same prevalence of astronomical
types, and numerical hidden values with the Old. (Taylor,
Dunlap.) One or two instances may be given as a sample
of the occurrence of such numbers, though the significa
tion is a mystery. The multitude had continu,ed three
days without food. The Savior asked, " How mallY loaves
have ye I" And they said, "Seven, and a few small fishes."
He took the loaves (staff of life) and brake and gave.
They took up of that which rcmained, after feeding 4
thousand, 7 baskets full. Paraphrased, the parable in one
of its phases might be read: The gifts of God, under

, ,
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the laws imposed 011 the returns of the seasons, are of per
petual recurrence. Here are 4 and 7; and 3 X 4 = J~,

and 12 - 7 = S. Again, it was tfJt"inl (just as tbe sun
was sinking into the night i a smaller type of the 5 of
the year), and they had but 5 loaves and :l fishes. And
he blessed and brake, and gave the loaves to his disciples.
The multitude numbered 5 thousand, and J:l baskets full
remained. 5 + :1 = 7, or 5 - :1 = 3 i 5 + 7 = U, and
12 -+- 3 = 4: a recurrence of the same numbers. In
John it is peculiar that it is Andrew, Simon Peter's
brother, who points out to him a lad that had the S loaves
and :1 fishes. But see Taylor as to the typical part that
Peter, or Simon Peter, takes in the astronomical figures of
the Testament.

The Savior loved nature, and continually referred to her
manifestations. It is most observable when he refers to A:\~

great revolutionary, or terminal epochs, among men. Then
there will be signs in the heavens, with pestilences, famines,
earthquakes, etC'., on earth i or, the accompaniment of
natu'ral disturbances. Nature never throws up any sky
rockets because a law has been obeyed. She is a great
economist, and carefully adjusts her expenditures evenly to
the needs in hand: the cause is adequate'to the effect
nothing more. Therefore, when the Savior pointed to
disturbances among men, synchronous with those of a
disturbed earth,doubtless he referred both to some under
lying natural law, as a cause in common. The effects,
though apparently in bodies having no common link of
sensation, would be obediences to one natural cause.
Therefore, U observe the signs of the times." Thus man
mentally, or spiritually, is made to come under the inftu-
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ence of some natura) law that wiU produ~e such con

vulsions in material masses. And tbis points to a depth

of knowledge as marvelous as that of any other kind

possessed by Him; though, after all, purely scientific. It

points, however, to the necessity of a new philosophy,

. by which the world shall be taken from tbe clalS of

material, into that of fJital things. And that consideration

that way must be taken before further true progress iii

cosmic relations can be made--<:an be sbown.

Thus it seems shown that the Bible, as to a portion of

its contents, points to scientific attainments, which are

cloaked under myst'erious uses of language. The uimu,

and the law perm,al, and the history, are of humanity.

All of God's law to man, spiritually, is comprised, after

all, in the injunction: Love the Lord with all thy heart, and

thy neighbor as thyself. It is not, U Hear also what the

Lord Jesus Christ saith,"-as if the statement originated

with Him: He but quoted from Moses, and this fact has

been obscured by the Church, in this method of phrase.

It is supposed that by his answer to the question, ·u Who

is my neighbor?" he enlarged the scope of the injunction:

but this is not so, {or Moses commanded the people as to

the stranger; U Thou shalt love him as thyself." ,
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APPENDIX.

ONE great object in the publication of the foregoing

pages has ~en to give a wider notification of the Ql1ad

rature of Mr. Parker, by showing some results of its

application. Attention is desired to the following: His

ratio of diameter to circumference is 6561: 10612, or

as J: 3.141594 + j while the established approximate

ratio is as I: 3.141591 +. One is apt, when he sees

this integral relation, to reduce the ratio to unity of diam

eter to compare the result with one which he has held

as unqutStiDnld and unqulstionable as ttl its (orrutness. Mr.

Parker, in Proposition VI. of his work, and ill Proposition

I. a~d IlL, Appendi~, d,monstratts the failure if this ap

proxt"'.Qtt, fJ,Qlu~ if' (zrcum!'rtnct in the sixth (6tl:o) duimal

pla~e in d,mmut,on; and hiS propositions chaIJenge investi

gatton. Thus there need be but one matter of inquiry:

On an issue joined of this kind, if his proposition stands

the proper tests, the approximate on which schools uni.. , .
,

verSIfies, and astronomers have so contentedly rested for

so long, must fail in its dtfinitiDn. This alone would prove

a great step toward the acceptation of his results. That

the ancients used his results, and held them at an immense

sci,entine and theologie value, seems probable by the fore

gomg.

The rabbinical learning, and many Hebrew derivations

in the foregoing, were kindly given by Rabbi ]uliu;

Goldammer.



The curious method of conltructing a croSI was noticed
to the author by Mr. E. N. At tbe time, it was only
looked on as a curious thing~ having. no significance. The
application of the especial numbers in their connections,
bowever,'gives the whole matter a special importance.

£Cypt.
Isi••
Moon.
Water.
Matter.
White.

:'T
Baptism.
A creat brlllch ofthe
Christian Ohvcb I

Jesus.

The Greek Church?

Mt. Zion.
Elohim.
Sun.
Fire.
Spirit.
Red.,
Circumdsioll.
Hebraism.
Free Masonry?

-< .. r:;-:~~i'~-)t+ i I~.· ....

T~ere King Abi desired' his tist~r,b~~\.k)·'~· <. ~ .o;.t::\;~

But there, at that place, the promise 0(-, "#f~t~~;' ~:..~.:fZ~~
seems to have been fulfilled. When AbrabaJQ . l.';;-!! .•...,.'l

of offspring, Sarah gave to him Hagar,ariEc7Pt~·.~,p:·(~F:':~~:),;,
and t.he fru~t of this c~nne~tion oc:c.upied all.,it.s~":'~c' ','.
Arabian pemnsula, forming with Palestine and Egypt .tl\tee- '
rayed star. U And Isaac dwelt in Gerar j" and K.ing
Abi again repeats the old story. Joseph's wifewaithe
Egyptian Asenath, daughter of Potiphera, priest of On.

. Moses, though not married there, was saved in Egypt out'
of the water, a feminine element, by an Egyptian prin
cess, who became his mother by adoption. As has been
~tated, Solomon had an Egyptian wife. Jesus went down
into Egypt. It is noticeable: Egypt, as a country~ is a
flQlley, with a great rivet" running through it-two feminine
attributes. It was always down into Egypt. The Jewish,
or Hebrew, nationality had to be initiated there. Mount
Zion, or the hill of Zion, on the contrary, was upon a
high, broadly extended, dome-shaped, rocky table larid. It

was always up to Jerusalem. Jlf gives the idea.

Thus the following dual characteristics of the. two coun
tries seem to Row out of their very nature, and to have been
recognized as inseparably connecting them in a religious
system:

. .AppmJiJt.

An apparently well-determined sexual distinction be
tween Mount Zion and Egypt, and, at the same time, a
settled, definite, and inseparable relation between the two,
seems strangely persisted in in the Bible. Many leading
male characters in the Pentateuch had marital relation with
Egyptians. Abram, in his first migration, passed at once
down into Egypt, where Pharaoh desired his sister, but was
restrained. A second time, Abraham went down just to
where Egypt and Palestine bordered, in or about Gerar.

The mentioned feature of the ansated crols being found
on the statues of the Easter I~les, and of the cross,
springing from the form. of a man, being marked on tbe
summits of the South American mountains, brings up a
fact, which at the time it was noticed created a good' deal
of thought and conjecture. In Squier and Davis' reports
on the moundr, the fact came up that in the measures of
many sqU2res, etc., the British foot measure seemed to be
as appropriately fitting as though the mounds were of yes
terday j and the peculiarity seemed to be that the measures
seemed to be those containing the multiples 3, 4, 6, 12.

The impossibility of tracing any possible cause led to the
consideration of curious coincidence, and the matter rested
there. Now there comes a vague suggestion of primordial
use of the elements used in the pyramid structure.
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Protestantism is rationalism, having DO tie to either sys

tem. Modern Episcopacy advanced toward rationalism,

with Protestantism, far enough to sever its own ties; but

finding the ecclesiastical power was inevitably drifting

toward the congregatim, it tried, and is trying by every

means, to get back to the possession of the Hierarch.

Rev. Robert Taylor asserts-and it is curious in this

connection-that the name of the city of Paris is = to

Para-Isis, untkr the pntectio" if the g~ddess Isis: And, true

to the term, its cathedral is N otnE Dame. Nork .uys

that Notre Dame (The Virgin) gave to France the lili,s

(lotus flowers) as a present, and tbe same flower wa~ con

secrated to Isis. The ascension day of St. Mary IS cel

ebrated on the same day which was distinguished by

the Romans as the ascension day of Astrza: further, that

Notre Dame was once an Isis temple; that at one of

its doors the zodiac is sculptured, which is a true sign of

ancient heathen Sabaism. But in this there are only eleven

zodiac signs. The Yirgin was lift out, for the whole

temple was dedicated to her.

It is worth noticing that the strength of the name

Abram is ABRM. When the promise of offspring is

made, it is changed to ABRHM. The constructor of the

Temple was Huram Abi, or Ab Huram; strength of the

name, ABHRM.

De Launay says, that the representation of the cross, as

a Christian emblem, is not to be found in the catacombs

at Rome. If this is so, it is a very remarkable circum

stance. It is as remarkable, that by. the Targum of

Onkelos, CTllcijixi6" toward thl su", or, lJlfirl the lArd, i.

an Old Testament translation.

In conclusion: The Bible exhibits man'. weaving work

of attempting to set forth the character' and attribu~e. of

.Deity: while it, as a whole, extending through the ages,

IS the One, and only system, carrying in itself indisputable

evidences of being the medium through which the Ruler of

all worlds, and of all things, has been pleased to manifest

His will to men.

ERRATA.

Note, p. 31, appli.. to 345. 65 + in 5th line from the top.

Beesaled, p. 35, should be Bculce',

Hor, p. 35, should be Hur.




